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The demand for real-time data analytics (RTDA) has been

on the rise in the past decades and is ever-growing with

the proliferation of different data collection devices (like

various sensors, camera and mobiles) and our application

requirements (such as monitoring, visualization and interactive

explorations). This field has been identified as one of the most

exciting and promising areas for both academia and industry.

In this field, we are facing the challenges at all levels ranging

from sophisticated algorithms and procedures to mine the

gold from massive data to high-performance computing (HPC)

techniques and systems to get the useful data in time. The

high-performance requirements come from the ever growing

data and time-consuming analytics processes. There has been

a tremendous amount of research work on data mining and

processing algorithms. Instead, this tutorial focuses on the

research on HPC techniques and systems.

GPGPU (General-Purpose computation on Graphics Pro-

cessing Units) is an emerging research area in HPC. With

the massive computation power and high memory bandwidth,

GPUs have become a sharp weapon to address the performance

requirement of RTDA. Designed as co-processors, GPUs pose

a number of technical challenges for RTDA in terms of

efficiency and programmability. On the one hand, while new-

generation GPUs can have over an order of magnitude higher

memory bandwidth and higher computation power (in terms of

GFLOPS) than CPUs, novel GPGPU algorithmic design and

implementation are a must to unleash the hardware power. On

the other hand, writing a correct and efficient GPU program is

still challenging in general, and even more difficult for RTDA

with streaming updates and real-time multi-tasking.

In response to this situation, a number of GPGPU systems

and tools (e.g., [4], [6], [5], [9], [10], [2], [12]) have been

developed recently by leveraging GPGPU for (real-time) data

analytics. Some studies have developed a full-fledged system

for a particular RTDA application, e.g., PacketShader [4]

is a high-performance PC-based software router platform

that accelerates the core packet processing in Internet. In

relational databases, online transactions and analytics have

been accelerated with GPUs [6], [7], [8]. There have been

some tools to ease the programmability of data analytics. For

example, the presenters have developed GPGPU systems and

tools including (1) Mars [5], [1], a MapReduce framework,

(2) Medusa [11], a graph processing programming framework,

and (3) automatic mapping stream programs to the GPU [9],

[3]. Those systems and tools have greatly improved the

programmability of GPGPU for data analytics. Users can

focus on their application logic, and the details on GPGPU

implementations and optimizations are hidden from users. Due

to the advancement of RTDA, more GPGPU systems and tools

are likely to be (re-)invented.

In this tutorial, we will discuss the open problems and

challenging issues in RTDA, and urge the design and

development of common systems and tools optimized for

GPUs. Next, we will have an extensive review and comparative

study on representative GPGPU systems and tools in detail.

Still, the major focus of this tutorial is not just about

introducing a wide range of systems and techniques to our

audience. Rather, we endeavor to offer perspectives from a

variety of different angles of looking at the common patterns

in improving the efficiency and programmability of RTDA

systems on GPUs. We will also demonstrate our homegrown

tools on how they can support RTDA applications.

The goal of this tutorial is to provide a comprehensive

introduction to current GPGPU research for RTDA to an

audience with GPU computing background, interested in

participating in research and/or applications of GPGPU to

RTDA. We believe that this tutorial will stimulate the

discussions from audience and call for further actions to

address the open problems.

More details about this tutorial can be found at

http://www3.ntu.edu.sg/home/bshe/GPGPUTut.html.
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